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“A person is not what he says, but what he does” 
An old Assyrian Motto that the children used during the Summer School. 

 
 

*While the correct translation from Aramaic into English is Knushyo, at the centre, in English they use Qnuysho and spell it 

with a Q. 
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Background 

Forced migration puts people in terrible situations, often with severe consequences lasting 

several generations. One country currently experiencing a devastating war and forced migration 

is Syria. Up to date (January 2016) over 4 million individuals have left Syria, 50% being females 

(unhcr.org). Another 8 million people are internally displaced (IDPs) within the country. Turkey 

has officially received more than 2 million Syrians. 

 

The Assyrians, including all the linguistic and denominational branches, are an indigenous 

population of north Mesopotamia, around the Euphrates and the Tigris rivers, scattered between 

the southeast Turkey, Syria, Iraq, and Iran. Today they use the Modern Assyrian (Neo-Syriac) 

language, with dialectical differences in the countries they live. The Assyrians adopted 

Christianity early on. Today many belong to the Syriac-Orthodox Church, Church of the East, 

Chaldean Church, with others being Syriac Catholic and Syriac Protestant. From the 19th century, 

but mainly in the mid 20th century, a massive emigration by Assyrians to most continents of the 

world has taken place. Many of the Assyrians in Syria are originally from the northern 

Mesopotamia, current southeast Turkey. Due to the massacres and genocide of the 1915 they 

were forced to flee first to Iraq and then to neighbouring Syria in the 1930s. And today they are 

being forced to leave their homes once again. Today, more Assyrians live in the diaspora than in 

their native area. The majority Assyrian population is to be found in Iraq, followed by Syria, 

United States, Sweden, Lebanon, Germany, Russia, Turkey and Iran.   

 

 

Assyrian-Syrian Refugees in Turkey & Istanbul 

Though there are currently about 25 refugee camps available at the border between Turkey and 

Syria, most Christians from Syria are currently living outside of the camps. In Istanbul there are no 

camps. However, there is the possibility to register at the state departments in order to receive 

health support. Although remaining outside of the camp structures or not registering means 

limited access to some services, there is a tangible fear of being registered or taking shelter in the 

camps for very many within this group. From a mental health perspective, this group is in a 

particularly vulnerable position, as there are to date no coordinated psycho-social services for 

them in Turkey. With recent developments regarding an agreement between Turkey and the 

http://unhcr.org/


European Union, continued construction of refugee camps in Turkey, tighter border restrictions 

in order to limit the flow of movement into Europe and how these developments will impact the 

health of refugees in general is currently unknown. 

The health situation of the refugees is a large field of concern, together with their educational 

needs and possibility to work and settle in the countries of migration. Refugees in camps have 

free access to all health-care, while refugees outside the camps have access to primary care, and 

non-registered refugees can receive acute care. However, the refugees have to register if they 

want to continue receiving care. In terms of education, only 30% of children at the age of school 

(6-17 years) attend school.  

 

The Assyrian-Syrian refugees in Istanbul live in very crowded, albeit well organized 

accommodations. In the first years, they received support from Assyrian churches and 

organisations in Sweden, Assyrians in other European countries as well as from Assyrian churches 

in Istanbul. However, during the first years the refugee situation was characterised by the 

following: 

 The community had little access to on-going health services. 

 There were no mental health resources available to this community. 

 There were no structured activities for the adults. 

 Children did not attend school or any kind of instruction. 

 There was widespread evidence of trauma symptoms, depressive behaviours, and a sense of 

hopelessness, as many were running out of funds or had lost funds to human smugglers who 

had provided false promises of a way to Europe. 

In conversation with the housing organisers and community members, mostly from the Assyrian-

Turkish community, as well as with the refugees themselves, the idea of finding a way to get 

people involved became an abiding vision. The possibility emerged of having a space where 

Assyrians from Syria could gather socially and themselves structure activities such as: 

kindergarten, sports, sewing, lessons for the children, language courses, massage, cooking, etc. 

Another aim was to provide a space where community volunteers could also provide services. 



The Centre ‘Qnushyo’ 

Aims and implementation of a centre 

Refugee families fight a daily struggle against the odds in order to offer children venues for self-

development during their transit from the Middle East to their new homes. As individual 

itineraries are full of unexpected turns and mischievous shortcuts, children can remain several 

years without a continuous education.  

 

Meaning ‘gathering’ or ‘collecting’ in Assyrian, the ‘Qnushyo’* was established In August 2014. 

Through financial support by Assyrians Without Borders (AWB, http://www.awbswe.se), for an 

initial duration of six and then an additional 12 months, the Qnushyo held activities and events 

for those fleeing from Syria. The project was administered through the Swedish Research 

Institute in Istanbul (SRII, www.srii.org). 

The Qnushyo offers innovative pedagogical solutions to structure student-student interactions 

in order for children to make new friendships while learning through collaborative activities. 

Our mixed-age classrooms capitalise on the interplay of capabilities by engaging in group 

learning activities that focus on one or more of the following quality: individuality, partnership, 

cooperation, collectivity, and interdependence. 

The overall aim of the centre is improved health, activities, community building, increased 

cultural competency, peace dialogue, and integration in society. 

The effects of the centre intervention in a longer perspective are to: 

 Help traumatised individuals reach better mental health 

 Activate and gather together the refugees while in Istanbul and help them to stay in  

Turkey under positive conditions 

 Create opportunities for refugees to help each other 

 Take advantage of and build on their previous knowledge and skills 

 Teach and develop the Assyrian language as well as other cultural competencies while 

in Istanbul 

 

http://www.awbswe.se/


Youth, families with children, parents, and other adults are the target of the centre. A total of 

approximately 400 individuals have passed the centre during the project period since its 

initiation in August 2014. The current numbers, while changing continuously as the refugee 

situation changes, are approximately, as of January 2016: 

 

 18 children. 

 25 Youth. 

 40 Adults. 

 



The New Qnushyo 

As of October 2015, the Qnushyo moved into a larger space, within the same neighbourhood of 

Istanbul as the previous one. Due to legal and practical reasons, the desire to move was 

paramount, and with extra funding provided through international fundraising, the move was 

possible. The school operation has now expanded into two separate classrooms, with a separate 

social area.  The move to the larger space has enabled the Qnushyo to offer two separate classes 

based on age and experience for the children, and two classes at a time for the adults in the 

evenings. During class times people are able to mingle and play board games and generally relax 

downstairs without creating any distraction for the classes. Outside of class time people can 

often be found in the classrooms practicing musical instruments, playing games from the toy 

library, or making important Skype calls to relatives.  Large meetings can be held with potential 

volunteers and Syrian teachers together, and people can join together for parties and 

opportunities to cook and eat together. Part of the problems the refugees are facing is the loss 

of dignity. This has been pointed out in a in-depth conversation with a center member about the 

situation in Istanbul. The ability to host guests appropriately, be proud of how beautiful the 

place is, and celebrate community events such as when one of the youngest center members 

lost her first milk tooth and people gathered to enjoy the traditional celebration. This is 

something no curriculum, no new books and tables, no language skills can do. It happens if great 

and creative people are able to develop a community space of their own, and hopefully the new 

space will allow the community to do that. 



  



Activities  

 

The activities within the centre can best be divided into four groups. Group 1 can be seen as 

learning groups, including classes and workshops. Connected to Group 1 is also a pilot summer 

school programme that was initiated in 2015 by one of the Qnushyo’s international volunteers, 

Adrien. Group 2 as relaxation and therapeutic activities such as Yoga and art therapy, Group 3 

as Local and International connections where joint activities with NGO’s and community centers 

are organised and Group 4 regarding the Qnushyo’s online presence such as the official website 

and connecting with the international community. 

 

All of these activities are chosen, organised and taught primarily by the refugees at the 

Qnushyo, with additional help and teaching by external volunteers. As of January 2015, there 

were 20 active volunteers with 7 potential volunteers for the New Year. A group of students 

from a local university in Istanbul have been very active in helping at the Qnushyo and in 

bringing in even more volunteers. Other volunteers hear about the centre and connect with 

volunteer coordinators so that they can find a place to share their talents and offer their time to 

the Qnushyo. 

“This was better than the school I was in. I could not speak with people; plus we went for 

an outdoor activity. And they lost me. 

 There are Syrians here. I would get angry if I have to leave tomorrow.” 

(Male Student, age 12).  



Group 1: Learning activities 

At the Qnushyo, classes and teaching are provided free of charge. The classes provided not only 

help organise the children’s days but also indirectly helps those parents who are suffering from 

depression or trauma and are not able to dedicate enough time and resources to their 

children’s education. 

 

These are some of the classes that are provided for the children, as well as informal activities 

that we have also done at the Qnushyo: 

 

 
Geography 

Biology 

Physics 

Science experiments 

Arts & Crafts 

Assyrian (Language & Songs)Turkish 

English 

Math (Including Algebra and Geometry) 

Sport 

Yoga 

Drama 

 

Ice Skating 

Swimming 

Bowling 

Toy Museum 

Bouncy Castle 

Cinema 

Dance 

Cooking 

Music 

 



The current schedule, as of January 2016 is: 

 

 10:00-11:30 11:30-13:00 15:00-17:00 18:00-20:00 

Monday Turkish Science Weekly Test Beginners & 

Intermediate Swedish 

and German 

Tuesday Assyrian Math Sports Beg. Swedish 

Wednesday English Science Handicrafts Beg. & Int.Swedish 

and German 

Thursday English Math Free Time Yoga 

Friday English Geography Drama Beg. & Int. English 

Saturday Assyrian Math Sports Turkish 

Sunday Free time Free Time Free Time Beg. & Int. English 

  

Although under very limited teaching resources and under very transitory conditions, the 

schedule is organised in order to maximise formal learning for both children and adults. It is also 

to allow adults and children alike to gather and socialise with one another. The current schedule 

offers for those who work outside of the centre to meet and participate in activities and events 

in their free time. Evening classes are open for non-Syrian volunteers to participate in as well, to 

develop the social connections. 

 

The children’s lessons and activities are organised into three teaching blocks throughout the 

day. The first begins at 10:00am and ends at 11:30am. The second block begins at 11:30am and 

ends at 13:00pm, and the third session begins at 15:00pm and ends at 17:00pm. Regarding the 

evening, the classes, which are primarily language classes, but also include relaxation and 

therapeutic sessions such as Yoga, are scheduled for 18:00pm until 20:00pm.  The youth and 

adults usually attend these sessions. 

 



Classes are held over seven days. Some days have four classes and some have three classes, 

others have two, while some have one. This schedule is designed for the centre not to be 

occupied by classes and activities constantly in order to allow the wider community of refugees 

– who do not have children or do not participate in the activities – to use the communal space. 

It also enables families, friends, and the community as a whole to organise and host their own 

activities both inside and outside the centre. 

 

The majority of the children’s classes are taught by the adults from the community. The 

language classes – both adult and children – are taught by a small group of international 

volunteers from the U.S., Turkey, Germany, Sweden, Denmark and the UK, among other 

countries. 

 



Languages 

 

In order for refugees to function in everyday life while in Turkey as well as build new 

foundations for their futures, various language classes are organised for both children and 

adults. 

 

For the children, the languages taught are Assyrian, Turkish, and English. Regarding the adults, 

the language classes provided to them are English, Swedish and German. The classes are 

scheduled for 19:00pm until 21:00pm and are currently being taught by an ever extending 

group of volunteers from Sweden, Denmark, Turkey, USA, Germany and The UK among other 

locations. The scheduled activities for adults are predominantly language classes as a way for 

them to envision new professional perspectives in Europe, where the majority aim to transition 

to. 

 

At the Qnushyo, there have also been discussions regarding the refugee community teaching 

both Arabic and Assyrian to interested volunteers. This is in order to incorporate the volunteers 

more greatly within the community, as well as provide those at the centre with valuable 

language teaching experience.  

 

“Language course is very useful, as my and my father’s papers for Sweden are accepted 

(male, age 30).”  

 



Workshops 

Due to a large number of temporary volunteers passing through the Qnushyo and donating their 

time, skills and resources, the Qnushyo came up with an idea to incorporate temporary 

workshops to the schedule. This method of teaching allows for short term courses, classes and 

activities to be incorporated into the programme without disrupting the structure and flow of the 

programme. This project is being incorporated slowly, and has included so far two presentations 

by Syrian artists for the adult population at the center. 

 

In December, Three volunteers came and presented the movie Home Alone and brought 

popcorn, which they popped, on the fire stove outside. The children loved it. While the movie did 

have Arabic subtitles, even those who do not read Arabic were absorbed by the actions and 

expressions. 

 

We have also held a CV workshop for those who were seeking guidance in finding employment. 

The workshop was held by the international volunteers and proved to be very popular with those 

that attended and continue to offer such workshops in the future. 

 

 

“This was the first time in three years I and my sister have danced. 

(Male, age 28). 

 

It is fun to play with others (child, age 9). 

 

It means everything to me. When I am in a sad mood, and I come here and see everyone, it makes me 
happy. It is my home. We spend all our time here. (Female, age 15). 

 
 

The Qnushyo brings a smile on my children’s face. Any parent gets happy when he sees his child smile.  

(Male, age 52).” 

 



The Summer School  

During the summer of 2015, this pilot programme was 

organised and instructed by the adults at the Qnushyo, 

it ran for six weeks, and included 125 people of the 

community. The programme was two-fold, consisting 

of a summer internship for youth and adults, as well as 

an activities based programme for the children.  

 

The school offered a broad variety of classes and 

excursions, which gave students first-hand experience 

with “learning by doing”. By combining morning 

lessons with extra-curricular activities in the afternoon, 

our educational agenda focused on giving students 

responsibilities, which in turn reinforced their self-confidence and commitment to education. 

 

Activities that the group did included Assyrian language, Ice-skating, Geography, Singing and 

Mathematics. There were also day trips to the beach, cinema, the zoo and going on a Bosporus 

cruise. All activities were taught by the adults at the centre, with many being positioned as 

interns. 

 

The interns operated the school and gained professional experience in fields such as teaching, 

counseling, translation, reporting, schedule planning, artistic direction, and graphic design. This 

allowed them to gain important professional skills that will be useful for their futures, with 

regards to job opportunities and personal development.  

 

To bring the summer school to an end, the Qnushyo planned and organised a graduation party 

for both the students and the adults. Half way between a talent fair and a Harlem ball, the show 

offered students a set range of options from lively songs, choreographed dances to staged 

tragedy. The event allowed both the adults and the children to implement the skills they had 

learned throughout the summer into a collective event that required planning, teamwork and 

“My child started liking music and 

dancing more than he used to and 
he learned that he could work on 

his talents. 
 

The center is a place of happiness. 
Before we came, our child kept 

crying and felt scared and lonely. 
In 

The summer school, there was a 
daily routine and we had to 

organize our life again.” 

 
(Male, age 40). 



co-operation with one another. The evening ended up being a huge success with dancing, 

music, singing and laughter well into the night. 

 



Group 2: Relaxation and therapeutic activities 

 

Yoga 

Relaxation and therapeutic activities are currently being organised and will be in the form of Yoga 

sessions, an activity that has long been within the Qnushyo’s desires. The yoga classes, held on 

Thursday evenings for one hour are proving to be a great success. Taught by an international 

volunteer, Lina, the yoga classes are available for both the adults and the children. 

 

Art Therapy 

Previously, we have also hosted Women’s Talk, a group therapy session that consisted of both 

group discussions and art therapy Leyla Soydinc, a psychologist by profession and previous 

volunteer at the Qnushyo. With the group discussion as a way to share experiences, art therapy 

was utilised to reduce the importance of verbalisation and gives flexibility to the methods of 

coping and overcoming trauma. In these sessions, the women attending expressed themselves by 

using symbols and art materials. The artistic creation provided a safe space to explore their 

positive and negative aspects. Before that we had group therapy sessions, with Nazli Balkir, 

therapist and researcher. This was also very appreciated and needed among the participants.  



Group 3: Local connections 

 

Since its conception, there are various projects that are being carried out in order to increase the 

various connects between The Qnushyo and local organisations and NGOs. 

 

Small Projects Istanbul  

 

Small Projects Istanbul is a local organisation providing supplemental education for those coming 

from Syria in order to succeed in Turkey and beyond. The Qnushyo’s contact with them mainly 

revolves around the children of the Qunshyo attending activities organised by Small Projects, 

connecting them with other Syrian children in Istanbul. 

 

Little Big Worlds, an art project by Ivan Kerner, an Argentinian illustrator, who has traveled the 

world together with Mayra Clerici held a workshop for children in Istanbul. Small Projects Istanbul, 

a local community organisation in Istanbul arranged for those at the Qnushyo to join them at the 

Istanbul International Community School. 

 

Small Projects organised a bus to collect the group from the Qnushyo and allowed the artists to 

meet with the children, who we were engaged the whole trip singing together. This gave the 

Qnushyo children the chance to show off a bit and play singing games. 

 

At the activity, over one hundred other children from Syria greeted the children. When arriving, 

the children were able to mix and interact in the school playground. In the workshop, the children 

had to draw something that described their country. Many drew churches, trees, animals, and 

even a ghost. It was all created in deep concentration and signed with a painted hand, just like on 

the walls of the Qnushyo. 

 

The school had arranged with gifts, some school supplies and sweets, and there were blankets to 

distribute among the families. The day ended with a visit to Mrs Maha Aras, who very generously 

invited us all to tea and cookies in her beautiful home all decorated for Christmas. A warm homely 

ending to an exciting day. 



Lions  

Lion Quest, an interactional NGO organisation with a local branch in Istanbul has been in contact 

with the Qnushyo since late 2015. In this time, Lion’s have very generously donated five laptop 

computers. Due to this, computer classes are being introduced to both children and adults. In 

addition to this, Lion’s has very generously provided funding to the Qnushyo for a three-month 

period, starting February 2016. There is also a possibility of further funding and the opportunity 

to expand the Qnushyo regarding activities for children and the number of children themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Group 4: Online presence 

 

Website 

In January 2016, the official website for the Qnushyo was launched. Lead by Victor, a volunteer 

from Sweden, and with the assistance of three Syrians in terms of web design, translation and 

content, the purpose of the website is to have a window towards the world where people can 

see what the Qnushyo is all about, what it means to be a volunteer and how they can support 

the centre. It is also meant to be a more permanent information holder for scheduling purposes 

in comparison to the centre’s Facebook page.   

 

The website provides information regarding  those at the centre; the activities at the centre; 

experiences of volunteering at the centre and how to volunteer; what support the centre needs 

and how one is able to support or to contribute; acknowledgement for previous and present 

sponsors as well as a thank you for all the volunteers who have been engaged at the centre; and 

information for making contact with the centre.  

 

The website has been financially supported by donors from Gothenburg in Sweden who have 

initiated various other projects for the Qnushyo. These include clothing and art sales in order to 

raise funds for the Qnushyo. More information on this can be found later on in the report in the 

‘Outreach’ Section. 

 

Also included on the website is a section based on gathering traditional Syrian recipes.. This work 

is organised at the homes of the refugees during weekends. The benefits of this work are that 

the recipes on the Internet will bring financial support by donors, reinvested in the project, 

making it more self-sustainable in the long term. 

 

Please visit us at www.qnushyo.com 

http://www.qnushyo.com/


Research 

Overview 

The centre is also linked to a research project through Uppsala University, with the aim to: assess 

the mental health status of Assyrian-Syrian refugees currently living in Istanbul, and to 

understand the experiences of trauma, the health conditions and coping among the Assyrian-

Syrian refugees in Istanbul. 

The study used a mixed method, multi-stage design, incorporating qualitative and quantitative 

instruments. For the purpose of this study five validated questionnaires were used to measure 

the health conditions among the Syrians. These different instruments, The Patient Health 

Questionnaire (PHQ-15), The Brief Religious Coping Instrument (R-COPE), The General Self-

Efficacy Scale (GSE), The Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC), and The Primary Care Post 

Traumatic Stress Disorder Scale (PC-PTSD) were put together into one complete survey that the 

respondents could fill in.  

 

Results 

The sample of the study was composed of 171 participants (120 males (70.2%) and 47 females 

(27.5%). 52% of the participants had experienced some kind of trauma in their life, and 23.4% 

met the criteria for post traumatic stress disorder.  

 

The findings in this study have shown that the Assyrian-Syrian refugees living in transit reality in 

Istanbul are in a very delicate situation. They have lost much and for various reasons they are in a 

very vulnerable situation in Turkey. They had very little meaningful activities available to them or 

a safe space for working with their own activities when coming to Istanbul. Many have 

experienced traumas before leaving Syria as well as current scores for PTSD.  

 

 

 

 

 



Trauma Experience, by gender and percentage (n = 171). 

 

 

However, they rate their and their children’s health in general in a positive way. Own psychological 

health seems to be shaping their physical health most strongly and we also see that gender has an 

important impact.  

 

The activities started at the centre and which were evaluated after two months showed to have 

some important impact on the health of the participants. Their positive and negative religious 

coping, as well as general self-efficiency improved during this two months period, while neither 

physical health nor resiliency deteriorated significantly during the same period. The participants 

themselves evaluated the centre activities and being in a safe space as very important for their 

lives. 

 

Full results of this study are available in an article by Cetrez, Ö. et al., in Transactions Vol 22, 2016 

(http://srii.org/Page/Transactions).  
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Support 

 

At The Qnushyo 

Since many individuals who started the project have continued to different countries in Europe, 

and new refugees have arrived in Istanbul, the main aim of the centre is to provide support while 

in Istanbul and help build foundations for their futures, as well as establish a structure for new 

incomers. Approximately 400 individuals have passed through the centre during the project 

period.  

 

By creating an environment where the refugees become self sufficient and organise and teach 

themselves, the ‘Qnushyo’ has allowed them to continue to use their skills, talents, and 

professions as well as develop new ones. This allows them to create a routine and structure while 

in this period of transit, and also creates support for others, such as for children through the 

activities, and for adults through professional development and a renewed sense of community.  

 

 

 

 

“I get a break from this life conditions at the centre (female, age 54). 

 

The centre is like little Syria inside Istanbul. We see new faces and it helps us not feel lonely in 

spite of the lack of stability in our lives. (Female, age 21). 

 

 
It means everything to me. When I am in a sad mood, and I come here and see everyone, it 

makes me happy. It is my home. We spend all our time here. (Female, age 15).”  

 



Beyond the Qnushyo 

While the Qnushyo aims to provide support and comfort while in Istanbul, the reality at the 

Qnushyo is that the centre is one of transit and temporality. As such, The Qnushyo aims to 

provide activities and classes to not only provide comfort, but build foundations for those on 

their journeys in seeking asylum outside of Turkey, in places such as Europe and North America. 

That is why the Qnushyo emphasises its horizontal organisational structure and incorporates 

those coming to community whenever possible in its administration and teaching roles. By doing 

this, the Qnushyo aims to help those gain skills - such as those on graphic design or translation 

internship placements within the summer school - as well continue to build on the skills that 

many already have in teaching and teamwork, in order to help them find work and employment 

in their new homes. 

 

*False names have been used in this report to protect the identity of those at the centre. 

Yabil. A former community member, who was on the Board at the Qnushyo, now lives in 

Holland. He has organized a Choir group where they teach children Assyrian songs and also 

the language. When speaking with Yabil, he mentioned how the Qnushyo helped him in terms 

of teamwork and gaining the skills needed to work with children. Furthermore, he stated that 

because of the Qnushyo, he was able to acquire material to further develop his Assyrian skills, 

learn songs and also further his Masters Degree that will help him with employment in 

Holland. 

 



Moving Forward  

 

Curriculum  

Future ideas and developments regarding the curriculum are plentiful due to the increased 

exposure of the centre within Istanbul. Thus, with a growing number of volunteers at hand, 

various activities, such as movie nights, and workshops that have included Artists coming to the 

Qnushyo, aim to be continued. Computer classes are also being planned by one refugee who 

specialises in IT, as well as workshops on Suryoyo Turath (Assyrian Heritage). 

 

Informal cooking and baking activities, while at the moment are spontaneous activities, have 

proven to be very popular and so there is effort in order to introduce this within the curriculum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The community came together to help prepare the new Qnushyo. 

 



Outreach 

As mentioned previously, there have been various international connections established since 

September 2015. This has been in order to increase revenues and funding from outside formal 

channels. As such, fundraising through St Gabriel Church in Gothenberg, Sweden in December, 

2015, through a second-hand clothing sale, baking sale and children’s drawing sale. A further 

donation was received from the Assyrian Women’s Association. 

Previously, a crowdfunding campaign was launched for 30 days, between September – October, 

2015. The campaign was organized by Reece and  had been shared throughout social media 

platforms such as Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook as well as shared among the volunteers’ 

networks and friends. The campaign was a success the desired amount was raised. See the link 

for more details: www.crowdfunding.justgiving.com/syrian-assyrian-school  

Furthermore, other outreach projects include contacting a variety of organisations and charities 

in order to gain greater funding, in addition to continuing our relationship with  Assyrians 

Without Borders and renewing the financial support provided by them. We aim to continue to 

coordinate international volunteers who are willing to contribute to the Qnushyo’s environment 

and mission statement. With a continuous stream of volunteers, various activities and classes can 

be held, especially language classes, which benefit both adults and children. 

 

 

http://www.crowdfunding.justgiving.com/syrian-assyrian-school
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 Lions, in Turkey, has donated computers and covered costs for several months. 

 The volunteers, past, present and those that will come in the future, whom have helped 

and continue to help the centre in the realms of teaching, organisation, fundraising and 

administration. 

http://www.awbswe.se/
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